


KJV Bible Word Studies for DISCOURAGE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

discourage 2865 ## chathath {khaw-thath'}; a primitive root; properly, to prostrate; hence, to break down, 
either (literally) by violence, or (figuratively) by confusion and fear: -- abolish, affright, be (make) afraid, 
amaze, beat down, {discourage}, (cause to) dismay, go down, scare, terrify. 

discourage 4549 ## macac {maw-sas'}; a primitive root; to liquefy; figuratively, to waste (with disease), to 
faint (with fatigue, fear or grief): -- {discourage}, faint, be loosed, melt (away), refuse, X utterly. 

discourage 5106 ## nuw& {noo}; a primitive root; to refuse, forbid, dissuade, or neutralize: -- break, 
disallow, {discourage}, make of none effect. 

discourage 7533 ## ratsats {raw-tsats'}; a primitive root; to crack in pieces, literally or figuratively: -- 
break, bruise, crush, {discourage}, oppress, struggle together. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

discourage 02865 ## chathath {khaw-thath'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to prostrate ; hence , to break 
down , either (literally) by violence , or (figuratively) by confusion and fear : -- abolish , affright , be (make)
afraid , amaze , beat down , {discourage} , (cause to) dismay , go down , scare , terrify . 

discourage 04549 ## macac {maw-sas'} ; a primitive root ; to liquefy ; figuratively , to waste (with disease) , 
to faint (with fatigue , fear or grief) : -- {discourage} , faint , be loosed , melt (away) , refuse , X utterly . 

discourage 05106 ## nuw'{noo} ; a primitive root ; to refuse , forbid , dissuade , or neutralize : -- break , 
disallow , {discourage} , make of none effect . 

discourage 07533 ## ratsats {raw-tsats'} ; a primitive root ; to crack in pieces , literally or figuratively : -- 
break , bruise , crush , {discourage} , oppress , struggle together . 

discouraged 07114 ## qatsar {kaw-tsar'} ; a primitive root ; to dock off , i . e . curtail (transitive or 
intransitive , literal or figurative) ; especially to harvest (grass or grain) : -- X at all , cut down , much 
{discouraged} , grieve , harvestman , lothe , mourn , reap (- er) , (be , wax) short (- en ,-er) , straiten , 
trouble , vex . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

discourage 2865 -- chathath -- abolish, affright, be (make) afraid, amaze, beat down,{discourage}, (cause to)
dismay, go down, scare, terrify.

discourage 4549 -- macac -- {discourage}, faint, be loosed, melt (away), refuse, Xutterly.

discourage 5106 -- nuw/ -- break, disallow, {discourage}, make of none effect.

discourage 7533 ratsats -- -- break, bruise, crush, {discourage}, oppress, struggletogether.

discouraged 7114 qatsar -- -- X at all, cut down, much {discouraged}, grieve,harvestman, lothe, mourn, 
reap(-er), (be, wax) short(-en, -er), straiten,trouble, vex.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

discouraged 0120 athumeo * {discouraged} , {0120 athumeo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- discourage , 5106 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

discouraged - 0120 {discouraged},
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

discourage , NUM_32_07 ,

discouraged , NUM_21_04 , NUM_32_09 ,

discouraged , DEU_01_21 , DEU_01_28,

discouraged , ISA_42_04 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

discourage Num_32_07 # And wherefore discourage ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over 
into the land which the LORD hath given them?

discouraged Col_03_21 # Fathers, provoke not your children [to anger], lest they be discouraged.

discouraged Deu_01_21 # Behold, the LORD thy God hath set the land before thee: go up [and] possess [it],
as the LORD God of thy fathers hath said unto thee; fear not, neither be discouraged.

discouraged Deu_01_28 # Whither shall we go up? our brethren have discouraged our heart, saying, The 
people [is] greater and taller than we; the cities [are] great and walled up to heaven; and moreover we have 
seen the sons of the Anakims there.

discouraged Isa_42_04 # He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment in the earth: and the
isles shall wait for his law.

discouraged Num_21_04 # And they journeyed from mount Hor by the way of the Red sea, to compass the 
land of Edom: and the soul of the people was much discouraged because of the way.

discouraged Num_32_09 # For when they went up unto the valley of Eshcol, and saw the land, they 
discouraged the heart of the children of Israel, that they should not go into the land which the LORD had 
given them.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

discourage ye the Num_32_07 # And wherefore discourage ye the heart of the children of Israel from going 
over into the land which the LORD hath given them?

discouraged because of Num_21_04 # And they journeyed from mount Hor by the way of the Red sea, to 
compass the land of Edom: and the soul of the people was much discouraged because of the way.

discouraged our heart Deu_01_28 # Whither shall we go up? our brethren have discouraged our heart, 
saying, The people [is] greater and taller than we; the cities [are] great and walled up to heaven; and 
moreover we have seen the sons of the Anakims there.

discouraged the heart Num_32_09 # For when they went up unto the valley of Eshcol, and saw the land, 
they discouraged the heart of the children of Israel, that they should not go into the land which the LORD 
had given them.

discouraged till he Isa_42_04 # He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment in the earth: 
and the isles shall wait for his law.

discouraged Col_03_21 # Fathers, provoke not your children [to anger], lest they be discouraged.

discouraged Deu_01_21 # Behold, the LORD thy God hath set the land before thee: go up [and] possess [it],
as the LORD God of thy fathers hath said unto thee; fear not, neither be discouraged.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies



discourage NUM 032 007 And wherefore <04100 +mah > {discourage} <05106 +nuw> > ye the heart <03820 
+leb > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > from going <05674 + over <05674 + into 
<00413 +>el > the land <00776 +>erets > which <00834 +>aher > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath given 
<05414 +nathan > them ? discouraged NUM 021 004 . And they journeyed <05265 +naca< > from mount <02022
+har > Hor <02023 +Hor > by the way <01870 +derek > of the Red <05488 +cuwph > sea <03220 +yam > , to 
compass <05437 +cabab > the land <00776 +>erets > of Edom <00123 +>Edom > : and the soul <05315 
+nephesh > of the people <05971 + was much <07114 +qatsar > {discouraged} <07114 +qatsar > because of the 
way <01870 +derek > . discouraged NUM 032 009 For when they went <05927 + up unto the valley <05158 
+nachal > of Eshcol <00812 +>Eshkol > , and saw <07200 +ra>ah > the land <00776 +>erets > , they 
{discouraged} <05106 +nuw> > the heart <03820 +leb > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 
+Yisra>el > , that they should not go <00935 +bow> > into <00413 +>el > the land <00776 +>erets > which 
<00834 +>aher > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > had given <05414 +nathan > them . discouraged DEU 001 021
Behold <07200 +ra>ah > , the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > thy God <00430 +>elohiym > hath set <05414 
+nathan > the land <00776 +>erets > before <06440 +paniym > thee : go <05927 + up [ and ] possess <03423 
+yarash > [ it ] , as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym > of thy fathers <1> hath said 
<01696 +dabar > unto thee ; fear <03372 +yare> > not , neither <00408 +>al > be {discouraged} <02865 
+chathath > . discouraged DEU 001 028 Whither <00575 +>an > shall we go <05927 + up ? our brethren <00251 
+>ach > have {discouraged} <04549 +macac > our heart <03824 +lebab > , saying <00559 +>amar > , The 
people <05971 + [ is ] greater <01419 +gadowl > and taller <07311 +ruwm > than we ; the cities <05892 + [ are ] 
great <01419 +gadowl > and walled <01219 +batsar > up to heaven <08064 +shamayim > ; and moreover <01571
+gam > we have seen <07200 +ra>ah > the sons <01121 +ben > of the Anakims <06062 + there <08033 +sham > 
. 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

discourage ^ Num_32_07 / discourage /^ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over into the land 
which the LORD hath given them? 

discouraged ^ Col_03_21 / discouraged /^ 

discouraged ^ Deu_01_21 / discouraged /^ 

discouraged ^ Num_21_04 / discouraged /^because of the way. 

discouraged ^ Deu_01_28 / discouraged /^our heart, saying, The people [is] greater and taller than we; the 
cities [are] great and walled up to heaven; and moreover we have seen the sons of the Anakims there. 

discouraged ^ Num_32_09 / discouraged /^the heart of the children of Israel, that they should not go into 
the land which the LORD had given them. 

discouraged ^ Isa_42_04 / discouraged /^till he have set judgment in the earth: and the isles shall wait for 
his law. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

discouraged ......... they be discouraged 0120 -athumeo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

discourage Num_32_07 And wherefore {discourage} ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over 
into the land which the LORD hath given them? 

discouraged Num_32_09 For when they went up unto the valley of Eshcol, and saw the land, they 
{discouraged} the heart of the children of Israel, that they should not go into the land which the LORD had 
given them. 

discouraged Deu_01_21 Behold, the LORD thy God hath set the land before thee: go up [and] possess [it], 
as the LORD God of thy fathers hath said unto thee; fear not, neither be {discouraged}. 

discouraged Num_21_04 And they journeyed from mount Hor by the way of the Red sea, to compass the 
land of Edom: and the soul of the people was much {discouraged} because of the way. 

discouraged Col_03_21 Fathers, provoke not your children [to anger], lest they be {discouraged}. 

discouraged Deu_01_28 Whither shall we go up? our brethren have {discouraged} our heart, saying, The 
people [is] greater and taller than we; the cities [are] great and walled up to heaven; and moreover we have 
seen the sons of the Anakims there. 

discouraged 1Sa_42_04 He shall not fail nor be {discouraged}, till he have set judgment in the earth: and 
the isles shall wait for his law. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

discouraged ^ Col_03_21 Fathers <3962>, provoke <2042> (5720) not <3361> your <5216> children <5043>
to anger, lest <3363> they be {discouraged} <0120> (5725). 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
discourage Num_32_07 And wherefore (04100 +mah ) {discourage} (05106 +nuw) ) ye the heart (03820 +leb
) of the children (01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) from going (05674 +(abar ) over (05674 +(abar ) 
into (00413 +)el ) the land (00776 +)erets ) which (00834 +)aher ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath given 
(05414 +nathan ) them ? 

discouraged Col_03_21 Fathers (3962 -pater -) , provoke (2042 -erethizo -) not your (5216 -humon -) 
children (5043 -teknon -) [ to anger ] , lest (3361 -me -) they be {discouraged} (0120 -athumeo -) . 

discouraged Deu_01_21 Behold (07200 +ra)ah ) , the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) thy God (00430 +)elohiym 
) hath set (05414 +nathan ) the land (00776 +)erets ) before (06440 +paniym ) thee:go (05927 +(alah ) up [ 
and ] possess (03423 +yarash ) [ it ] , as the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) God (00430 +)elohiym ) of thy 
fathers (1) hath said (01696 +dabar ) unto thee ; fear (03372 +yare) ) not , neither (00408 +)al ) be 
{discouraged} (02865 +chathath ) . 

discouraged Deu_01_28 Whither (00575 +)an ) shall we go (05927 +(alah ) up ? our brethren (00251 +)ach ) 
have {discouraged} (04549 +macac ) our heart (03824 +lebab ) , saying (00559 +)amar ) , The people (05971 
+(am ) [ is ] greater (01419 +gadowl ) and taller (07311 +ruwm ) than we ; the cities (05892 +(iyr ) [ are ] 
great (01419 +gadowl ) and walled (01219 +batsar ) up to heaven (08064 +shamayim ) ; and moreover 
(01571 +gam ) we have seen (07200 +ra)ah ) the sons (01121 +ben ) of the Anakims (06062 +(Anaqiy ) there 
(08033 +sham ) . 

discouraged Isa_42_04 He shall not fail (03543 +kahah ) nor (03808 +lo) ) be {discouraged} (07533 +ratsats 
) , till (05704 +(ad ) he have set (07760 +suwm ) judgment (04941 +mishpat ) in the earth (00776 +)erets 
):and the isles (00339 +)iy ) shall wait (03176 +yachal ) for his law (08451 +towrah ) . 

discouraged Num_21_04 . And they journeyed (05265 +naca( ) from mount (02022 +har ) Hor (02023 +Hor 
) by the way (01870 +derek ) of the Red (05488 +cuwph ) sea (03220 +yam ) , to compass (05437 +cabab ) 
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the land (00776 +)erets ) of Edom (00123 +)Edom ):and the soul (05315 +nephesh ) of the people (05971 
+(am ) was much (07114 +qatsar ) {discouraged} (07114 +qatsar ) because of the way (01870 +derek ) . 

discouraged Num_32_09 For when they went (05927 +(alah ) up unto the valley (05158 +nachal ) of Eshcol 
(00812 +)Eshkol ) , and saw (07200 +ra)ah ) the land (00776 +)erets ) , they {discouraged} (05106 +nuw) ) 
the heart (03820 +leb ) of the children (01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) , that they should not go 
(00935 +bow) ) into (00413 +)el ) the land (00776 +)erets ) which (00834 +)aher ) the LORD (03068 
+Y@hovah ) had given (05414 +nathan ) them . 
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discourage NUM 032 007 And wherefore <04100 +mah > {discourage} <05106 +nuw> > ye the heart <03820 
+leb > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > from going <05674 + over <05674 + into 
<00413 +>el > the land <00776 +>erets > which <00834 +>aher > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath given 
<05414 +nathan > them ? discouraged NUM 021 004 . And they journeyed <05265 +naca< > from mount <02022
+har > Hor <02023 +Hor > by the way <01870 +derek > of the Red <05488 +cuwph > sea <03220 +yam > , to 
compass <05437 +cabab > the land <00776 +>erets > of Edom <00123 +>Edom > : and the soul <05315 
+nephesh > of the people <05971 + was much <07114 +qatsar > {discouraged} <07114 +qatsar > because of the 
way <01870 +derek > . discouraged NUM 032 009 For when they went <05927 + up unto the valley <05158 
+nachal > of Eshcol <00812 +>Eshkol > , and saw <07200 +ra>ah > the land <00776 +>erets > , they 
{discouraged} <05106 +nuw> > the heart <03820 +leb > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 
+Yisra>el > , that they should not go <00935 +bow> > into <00413 +>el > the land <00776 +>erets > which 
<00834 +>aher > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > had given <05414 +nathan > them . discouraged DEU 001 021
Behold <07200 +ra>ah > , the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > thy God <00430 +>elohiym > hath set <05414 
+nathan > the land <00776 +>erets > before <06440 +paniym > thee : go <05927 + up [ and ] possess <03423 
+yarash > [ it ] , as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym > of thy fathers <1> hath said 
<01696 +dabar > unto thee ; fear <03372 +yare> > not , neither <00408 +>al > be {discouraged} <02865 
+chathath > . discouraged DEU 001 028 Whither <00575 +>an > shall we go <05927 + up ? our brethren <00251 
+>ach > have {discouraged} <04549 +macac > our heart <03824 +lebab > , saying <00559 +>amar > , The 
people <05971 + [ is ] greater <01419 +gadowl > and taller <07311 +ruwm > than we ; the cities <05892 + [ are ] 
great <01419 +gadowl > and walled <01219 +batsar > up to heaven <08064 +shamayim > ; and moreover <01571
+gam > we have seen <07200 +ra>ah > the sons <01121 +ben > of the Anakims <06062 + there <08033 +sham > 
. discouraged -0120 {discouraged}, discourage -5106 break , disallow , disallowed , {discourage} , discouraged , 
effect , none , discouraged -2865 abolished , affrighted , afraid , amazed , beaten , broken , chapt , confound , 
{discouraged} , dismayed , scarest , terrify , discouraged -4549 {discouraged} , faint , fainteth , loosed , melt , 
melted , melteth , molten , refuse , discouraged -5106 break , disallow , disallowed , discourage , {discouraged} , 
effect , none , discouraged -7114 cuttest , {discouraged} , grieved , harvestman , lothed , mower , much , reap , 
reaped , reaper , reapers , reapest , reapeth , reaping , short , shortened , shorter , straitened , troubled , vexed , 
discouraged -7533 brake , brakest , break , broken , bruised , crush , crushed , {discouraged} , oppressed , 
struggled , discourage 2865 -- chathath -- abolish, affright, be (make) afraid, amaze, beat down,{discourage}, 
(cause to) dismay, go down, scare, terrify. discourage 4549 -- macac -- {discourage}, faint, be loosed, melt 
(away), refuse, Xutterly. discourage 5106 -- nuw/ -- break, disallow, {discourage}, make of none effect. 
discourage 7533 ratsats -- -- break, bruise, crush, {discourage}, oppress, struggletogether. discouraged 7114 qatsar
-- -- X at all, cut down, much {discouraged}, grieve,harvestman, lothe, mourn, reap(-er), (be, wax) short(-en, -er), 
straiten,trouble, vex. discouraged ......... they be discouraged 0120 -athumeo-> discourage 2865 ## chathath 
{khaw-thath'}; a primitive root; properly, to prostrate; hence, to break down, either (literally) by violence, or 
(figuratively) by confusion and fear: -- abolish, affright, be (make) afraid, amaze, beat down, {discourage}, (cause
to) dismay, go down, scare, terrify. [ql discourage 4549 ## macac {maw-sas'}; a primitive root; to liquefy; 
figuratively, to waste (with disease), to faint (with fatigue, fear or grief): -- {discourage}, faint, be loosed, melt 
(away), refuse, X utterly.[ql discourage 5106 ## nuw> {noo}; a primitive root; to refuse, forbid, dissuade, or 
neutralize: -- break, disallow, {discourage}, make of none effect.[ql discourage 7533 ## ratsats {raw-tsats'}; a 
primitive root; to crack in pieces, literally or figuratively: -- break, bruise, crush, {discourage}, oppress, struggle 
together.[ql discouraged 7114 ## qatsar {kaw-tsar'}; a primitive root; to dock off, i.e. curtail (transitive or 
intransitive, literal or figurative); especially to harvest (grass or grain): -- X at all, cut down, much {discouraged}, 
grieve, harvestman, lothe, mourn, reap(-er), (be, wax) short(-en, -er), straiten, trouble, vex.[ql discourage 032 007 
Num /^{discourage /ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over into the land which the LORD hath 
given them? discouraged 021 004 Num /^{discouraged /because of the way . discouraged 001 028 Deu 
/^{discouraged /our heart , saying , The people is greater and taller than we; the cities are great and walled up to 
heaven ; and moreover we have seen the sons of the Anakims there. discouraged 032 009 Num /^{discouraged 
/the heart of the children of Israel , that they should not go into the land which the LORD had given them. 
discouraged 042 004 Isa /^{discouraged /till he have set judgment in the earth : and the isles shall wait for his law 
. discourage And wherefore {discourage} ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over into the land which
the LORD hath given them? 





discouraged -0120 {discouraged},



discourage -5106 break , disallow , disallowed , {discourage} , discouraged , effect , none , discouraged -2865 
abolished , affrighted , afraid , amazed , beaten , broken , chapt , confound , {discouraged} , dismayed , scarest , 
terrify , discouraged -4549 {discouraged} , faint , fainteth , loosed , melt , melted , melteth , molten , refuse , 
discouraged -5106 break , disallow , disallowed , discourage , {discouraged} , effect , none , discouraged -7114 
cuttest , {discouraged} , grieved , harvestman , lothed , mower , much , reap , reaped , reaper , reapers , reapest , 
reapeth , reaping , short , shortened , shorter , straitened , troubled , vexed , discouraged -7533 brake , brakest , 
break , broken , bruised , crush , crushed , {discouraged} , oppressed , struggled ,



discourage 2865 -- chathath -- abolish, affright, be (make) afraid, amaze, beat down,{discourage}, (cause to) 
dismay, go down, scare, terrify. discourage 4549 -- macac -- {discourage}, faint, be loosed, melt (away), refuse, 
Xutterly. discourage 5106 -- nuw/ -- break, disallow, {discourage}, make of none effect. discourage 7533 ratsats --
-- break, bruise, crush, {discourage}, oppress, struggletogether. discouraged 7114 qatsar -- -- X at all, cut down, 
much {discouraged}, grieve,harvestman, lothe, mourn, reap(-er), (be, wax) short(-en, -er), straiten,trouble, vex.





discouraged ......... they be discouraged 0120 -athumeo->



discourage 2865 ## chathath {khaw-thath'}; a primitive root; properly, to prostrate; hence, to break down, either 
(literally) by violence, or (figuratively) by confusion and fear: -- abolish, affright, be (make) afraid, amaze, beat 
down, {discourage}, (cause to) dismay, go down, scare, terrify. [ql discourage 4549 ## macac {maw-sas'}; a 
primitive root; to liquefy; figuratively, to waste (with disease), to faint (with fatigue, fear or grief): -- 
{discourage}, faint, be loosed, melt (away), refuse, X utterly.[ql discourage 5106 ## nuw> {noo}; a primitive 
root; to refuse, forbid, dissuade, or neutralize: -- break, disallow, {discourage}, make of none effect.[ql discourage
7533 ## ratsats {raw-tsats'}; a primitive root; to crack in pieces, literally or figuratively: -- break, bruise, crush, 
{discourage}, oppress, struggle together.[ql discouraged 7114 ## qatsar {kaw-tsar'}; a primitive root; to dock off, 
i.e. curtail (transitive or intransitive, literal or figurative); especially to harvest (grass or grain): -- X at all, cut 
down, much {discouraged}, grieve, harvestman, lothe, mourn, reap(-er), (be, wax) short(-en, -er), straiten, trouble,
vex.[ql
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discourage Num_32_07 /^{discourage /ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over into the land which 
the LORD hath given them? discouraged Num_21_04 /^{discouraged /because of the way . discouraged 
Deu_01_28 /^{discouraged /our heart , saying , The people is greater and taller than we; the cities are great and 
walled up to heaven ; and moreover we have seen the sons of the Anakims there. discouraged Num_32_09 
/^{discouraged /the heart of the children of Israel , that they should not go into the land which the LORD had 
given them. discouraged Isa_42_04 /^{discouraged /till he have set judgment in the earth : and the isles shall wait 
for his law .





discourage And wherefore {discourage} ye the heart of the children of Israel from going over into the land which 
the LORD hath given them?
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